
Unit Vocabulary Grammar Reading Listening Speaking Pronunciation Writing ICT

1.  Are you from 
the UK?

countries of 
the world 
nationalities 

present simple: 
to be a review 

telephone numbers
a public 
announcement

meeting 
people /eɪ/ a blog post a class blog

2.  I’ve got 
a new 
smartphone

technology
family

present simple: 
have got an online quiz 

a family tree 
booking a hotel 
room

buying a 
smartphone /s/ instant 

messages
a digital 
presentation  

3.  Do you ride 
to school? transport present simple an article

telling the time 
asking for travel 
information

buying a train 
ticket

/s/, /z/, /ɪz/ a text message a digital wall

4.  We’re 
part-time 
gardeners

jobs
there is / there are 
adverbs of 
frequency 

a description of 
a daily routine work experience expressing 

preferences /Ə/ an application 
form

a video for a 
vlog

5.  I’m wearing 
casual 
clothes

clothes
colours

ability: can 
present 
continuous a chat a job advert making 

arrangements /dʒ/ a formal email an app: 
Doodle

6.  The food was 
delicious food

past simple: to be 
there was / there 
were 

an article favourite meal working in a 
café /h/ a presentation a WebQuest 

7.  We went to 
the cinema

places in a 
town 
prepositions 
of place 

past simple: 
regular and 
irregular verbs

a consumer 
report

sightseeing in 
London

giving 
directions

/t/ /d/ /ɪd/ a message online 
shopping

8.  I’m going to 
be healthy

fitness and 
health school 
subjects

future: be going 
to 
comparatives

a report making choices
talking to 
a fitness 
instructor

/ɪ/, /i:/
a social 
network status 
update

online tests

9.  Can I help 
you?

useful 
phrases review of tenses an article the experience of a 

bartender
enquiring 
about jobs /b/, /v/ a social 

network profile

online
satellite
map tools
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1.  What do you 
do? jobs present simple: there 

is / there are
a job 
profile interviews introductions silent letters a description a digital flipbook

2.  Are you 
watching a 
film?

free-time 
activities

present continuous 
present simple / 
continuous 

a web 
forum

hobbies and
interests

requesting
information /v/ a blog post a podcast   

3.  How much 
do you buy 
online?

retail and 
shopping

some / any
many / much / a lot of

an online 
magazine 
article 

instructions working in a 
shop /s/, /k/ a presentation digital revisión 

flashcards

4.  We enjoyed 
our holiday!

travel and 
tourism

past simple
was / were
could / couldn’t

a diary holidays making travel 
plans /t/, /d/, /ɪd/ a travel review

a tourist 
information 
poster

5.  I was posting 
a tweet communication past continuous a report a class 

discussion
a telephone
conversation /ŋ/ a formal email an infographic

6.  You should 
apply for 
that job

personal 
qualities

should / shouldn’t
must / mustn’t job adverts personal

descriptions

enquiring 
about
a job

/Ɵ/ a personal 
profile a mind map 

7.  I’ll apply for a 
scholarshipa

managing 
money future: will / won’t be 

going to
a careers 
leaflet

talking to a 
careers
advisor

making 
requests /ʃ/ an informal 

email
a school-life 
organiser

8.  Have you 
installed 
the new 
program?

ICT present perfect an 
interview

a class 
presentation

making a
complaint /ɒ/, /ɔ:/ a presentation a digital 

storyboard

9.  Staying safe 
is important

health and 
safety tense review a website an 

explanation
giving 
instructions n’t a report a digital timeline
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